
FULL MAINTENANCE
TECHNICAL AVAILABILITY & 
SERVICE FROM ONE SOURCE

// OVERVIEW

We offer full maintenance as part of a joint venture with Green Wind 

Operations. With its 24/7 greenwind control centre, Green Wind gua-

rantees the monitoring of your wind turbines at the highest level. We 

provide on-site services. In this way, we can guarantee together that 

the areas of operational management and service are coordinated op-

timally. As a result, the availability of your wind farm will increase.

In addition, you receive documentation from a single source.

www.wp-group.com.de
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As the operator of a wind farm, you are on the safe side with a full 

maintenance contract. All services required for plant operation are in-

cluded in the contract concept. Choose your suitable service from our 

three full maintenance packages Standard (S), Basic (B) and Plus (P):

// Maintenance
half-year and annual maintenance according 
to manufacturer specifications incl. documentation

// Consumable Material
greases, oils, lubricants, filtersr

// Second Level Support
24/7 monitoring incl. fault diagnosis and 
elimination in case of malfunction

// Trouble Shooting
on-site-team (8:00 to 19:00 o’clock), if the error 
cannot be corrected by remote maintenance

// Spare Parts Stocking
storage of spare parts for standard maintenance

// Additional Maintenance
regular inspection of rotor blade incl. light protection 
measurement, regular inspection of tower and machine, 
gear endoscopy and PSA package inspection

// Main Components Gearbox and Gear Rod 
Replacement in the event of wear or machine breakage

// Availability
guaranteed technical availability

// Additional Maintenance
Maintenance of the transformer station
Gear oil change depending on condition or necessity

// Main Component Rotor Blade
repair or overhaul in the event of normal wear

// Main Component Tower
tower repair (except optical defects)

www.wp-group.com.de

WHY CHOOSE WP GROUP? 
We work independently and across 

manufacturers. Our focus is on the 

customer, not the manufacturer. As 

pragmatists with long on- and off-

shore experience, we work transpa-

rently on flexible and cost-effective 

solutions.

And we can do more: whether logis-

tics, technical or safety-related tests –

we are active in many areas and have 

experience!
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// Kontakt

WP GROUP
Heinz-Georg Strickmann

phone +49 (0) 421 69 69 75 -16

heinz-strickmann@
wp-energy.de
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